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Abstract: Information Security Analytics is evolving as a big trend in recent years. Lots of existing knowledge is not enough to 
understand it completely. In order to explore it more and to sharpen research work on it, first of all, user has to understand the 
importance of security. The target is on analytics which is the process of taking raw data and by processing the data and 
produces meaningful information through which one can derive patterns. Information security requires enthusiastic people who 
are interested in taking security challenges against continually evolving attacks, as opportunities to excel in the field of security. 
In this digital world, attacker’s strategy keeps changing. They even can make use of defenders actions as a step to build a new 
attack. This paper proposes a new approach of applying called “protocol-specific Intrusion Detection System Using KNN 
Classifier” for identifying an abnormal/anomalous transaction, which leads to an attack. This can be done by submitting each 
observation to the model, which is already trained with some training data based on the protocol of the transaction.  
Key Words: KNN, training data, validation data, testing data, confusion matrix  

I. INTRODUCTION 
Internet dependency has increased gradually in such a way that it has become part of our lives. Rapid growth in the process of 
digitization of data leads to the problem of maintaining large volumes of generated data. Because of un-patched vulnerabilities in 
the security mechanisms, there are chances that our data can be attacked by intruders [1]. This indicates a big threat to the 
confidentiality, availability and integrity of the user’s information. Attacker enters the system pretending like a normal user to 
launch an attack by different ways, which is called as a cyber-attack or intrusion. The process of firing an attack always involves 
some prior task of observing victims environment to identify vulnerabilities and breach through to capture various components of 
the target system [2]. In order to protect the system from cyber-attacks or intrusions which may happen at any time, anywhere, 
intensive monitoring of the system activity is essential to prevent or detect and recover from such attacks. BInformation security 
analytics involves development of automated methods and tools for defending a system from attackers and are referred to as 
intrusion detection systems [3]. Intrusion detection systems often borrow extensive data analysis and mining techniques for 
classification, clustering etc. security related data [14].   Data in the real world is very tough and complex and requires strategic 
procedures to draw conclusions. Data Analytics supports the process of examining complex structured data and its behavior there by 
extracting patterns useful for decision making. Behavior of the data and patterns are extracted and analyzed step by step. Data 
analytics involves the process of collecting, preprocessing and transforming the data to extract patterns from it either through 
supervised or unsupervised learning depending on the availability of class label for known set of examples [4]. Intrusion detection 
systems apply supervised learning methods for detecting known attacks based on their signatures while they apply unsupervised 
learning methods for identifying unknown or zero-day attacks due to unavailability of signatures as they aim to exploit zero-day 
vulnerabilities [15]. This paper focuses on analyzing the traffic packets of NSL_KDD dataset described in terms of numeric 
attributes to classify them in to a set of known attacks. Since most of the attributes are numeric, K-nearest neighbor classifier is 
found to be suitable [5]. Though it is one of the most popular algorithms for performing classification on data sets with numeric 
attributes, the authors propose a variant named “Protocol-Specific Intrusion Detection System Using KNN Classifier” for 
appropriately handling an important attribute named “protocol type” which is a multi-valued categorical attribute.  The rest of the 
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the motivation of authors towards this approach. Session 3 presents the KNN 
classification. Section 4 describes about data set used. Section 5 tells about feature selection and preprocessing. Session 6 presents 
the approach of protocol specific KNN classifier. Section 7 describes about results and Session 8 presents conclusions. 

II. MOTIVATION  
NSL_KDD is heavily imbalanced data set to attack instances [17].Feature values and distribution of class label of instances in NSL-
KDD data set are specific to protocol [6]. Some features need to be ignored based on the protocol as they include null information at 
the same time, the class which is more significant in one protocol may be less significant in another as shown in Fig.1. This skewed 
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distributions of classes and uneven distribution of feature values motivates authors to move towards Protocol-Specific Intrusion 
Detection System which partitions the data according to the protocol of the data and perform classification by only considering 
informative features and significant classes. 
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Fig. 1: Class-wise distribution of instances belonging to different protocols 

III. K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR CLASSIFICATION MODEL 
Supervised learning is defined in general as the process of learning about the data under the guidance of a supervisor. During the 
process of learning, labeled train data which consisting of set of training examples is observed and analyzed. This approach finally 
produces an inferred function which can be used for mapping new examples. KNN is an algorithm for classification of data under 
supervised learning approach [7]. Classification is the process of identifying and classifying the data in to corresponding classes. 
KNN classifies the things by performing analytics on past/historical data available. It uses different distance metrics like Euclidian, 
Manhattans, Murkowski. These metrics are described in Fig.2. Having a set of known class labels, for each new data item X, this 
algorithm takes its nearest K data items and estimate the closeness by using distance metrics. Finally assigns item X to the class of 
its closest neighbor [8]. This algorithm increases its efficiency by increasing the value of K. Overall, the K-nearest neighbor is a 
very effective classifier. Within R the “class” package offers support for K-nearest neighbor. 

 
Fig. 2: K-nearest neighbor distance metrics. 
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The only input that can be supplied to the K-nearest neighbor is K, which indicates the number of closest training observations. The 
required class of the observation can be decided based on the majority of the votes gives by its K neighbors. Consider the Fig.3. for 
getting clear view of the K-nearest neighbor functionality [7]. 

 
Fig.3: scenario1 

Here, in this sample training data only two groups are there one is represented by circle and other is represented by square. 
Observation marked as star is the new incoming one, which needs to be classified in to the either of the groups. Considering K value 
is very important in KNN classification and it is better to consider an odd K value. For suppose take k=3,that means we need to 
consider 3 neighbors and finally consider majority class label as shown in the Fig.4 . Since in this case all the three nearest 
neighbors to the star are belongs to the circle only. So from this it can be clearly concluded that the class of star is circle. 

 
Fig.4: senario2 

IV. DATA SET 
The dataset we have taken for testing our new method is "NSL-KDD” which is a refined version of traditional KDD99 data set. This 
data set contains information about different attributes of data items that leads to different attacks [6]. These attacks are grouped in 
to four groups. Probe,  U2R, R2L and DOD. Classes under these four groups and their frequency of occurrence are shown in Table1. 
Probe attack includes the process of observing the target for identifying vulnerabilities [13]. U2R(user to root) attack includes all the 
ways of an intruder, who is trying to gain the administrative access of the target.R2L (remote to local) and DOD (Denial of service) 
attack blocks the availability of the resources by making them busy, so that the resources are unavailable to the actual needy [9]. 
This class distribution is also pictorially represented in the Fig: 5.  
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Fig.5: distribution of classes in nsl_kdd data set. 

From the pie chart it is observed that almost half observations are labeled as normal class. After that next majority class is Neptune. 
All the remaining classes are very less in number. This unequal distribution may affect the predictions. In order avoid this we have 
taken stratified sampling from the data and considered this sampled data as the data given to the model.Table.2 gives the list of 
features present in the dataset. 

V. FEATURE SELECTION AND PREPROCESSING 
Variables describing the data set are called features. Features of dataset plays an active part in identifying the class label. After 
choosing the dataset, the next important step one has to take is selecting significant features which contribute much to the dataset. 
This process is called “feature selection”. Based on the domain expertise one has carefully decided which feature is significant and 
which is not. Feature selection is an iterative process [6]. If the constructed model is not doing good with the selected features we 
can backtrack to the feature selection process. Out of 43 features, as a step of preprocessing the data, we have eliminated some of 
the features which are having all zeros, as zero valued fields contribute nothing. Those eliminated fields are 7,9,14,15,18,20 and 
21.And features numbered 3, 4 are also eliminated as they are non- numeric fields having more levels. Later we have divided the 
pre-processed data in to modules with respect to the prototype, in which each module data is again pre-processed if necessary and 
partitioned for training and testing purposes [16]. From training data set we have considered only the observations with respect to 
the significant classes. Before going to build the model, this preprocessed data should be normalized. 

 
Table 1: classes in NSL-KDD data set 
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Table 2: Attributes in NSL-KDD dataset 

VI. PROTOCOL SPECIFIC INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM USING KNN CLASSIFIER: 
 In-order to improve the accuracy of the classification, authors proposes a new approach called "Protocol Specific Intrusion 
Detection System Using KNN Classifier" by following the principle of the divide-and-conquer. Algorithm of the proposed model is 
given in Table 3. The total data is divided into two parts. One part is used for implementing the approach and other art is used for 
testing the approach it is called testing data. KNN is only applicable for numeric data [10]. Based on the distribution of NSL-KDD 
dataset, It is found that categorical fields like protocol plays major role in classification. So, to consider protocol authors move 
towards protocol specific approach. Dataset used for implementing the approach is partitioned based on its protocol. By observing 
the dataset, it is found that features and class labels are very specific with respect to the protocol. According to this authors ignore 
some features based on the protocol and also ignore less significant classes by only considering the most significant ones. This 
preprocessed data along with the validation data is supplied to the KNN classifier. K value  which indicates number of 
neighborhoods, influences the accuracy of results. The best K value is noted for each protocol partition by performing validation. 
This best K value should be supplied at the time of testing in order to get the best accuracy.  
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Table 3: protocol specific Intrusion Detection System Using KNN classifier 

Algorithm: 

Step 1: Remove non-numeric features having more levels and also remove features with null information. 

Step 2: Convert all features with 2 distinct values into binary. 

Step 3: Partition the dataset into two parts in 80:20 ratio and use 80% data (part1) for building and validating the                          

             models and use 20% (part2) data for testing the performance of the approach. 

Step 4: Partition the total data (part1) into 3 modules based on the protocol. 

Step 5: On each protocol based partition, define a model in terms of relevant features, plausible class labels and the              

             Best_K by repeating the following steps 

 (a) Divide the partition into 60:40 ratios to generate training set and validation set. 

 (b) Identify significantly frequent classes from the training set as plausible class labels and screen the                                  
                   remaining instances. 

(c) Generate a training set sample with almost equal representation from each of the plausible classes either 
by over sampling or by under sampling the training instances. 

(d) Remove features with null information and  normalize the relevant features of  training and validation data 
by fitting into the scale of [0, 1] . 

 (e) Record the class labels of training and validation data separately. 

 (f)Apply KNN by supplying normalized training and validation data sets along with the class labels  of the   
                  training data as detailed below for each K: 

(i) For each instance of the validation data find its distance to all instances of the training set sample 
and identify closest K training examples referred to as its neighbors.  

(ii) Label the validation instance with the majority class label among its neighbors and record it as 
the predicted class label for the validation instance.  

(iii) Find the classification accuracy by comparing predicted class labels with the actual class labels 
of the validation set for a given K value. 

(g) Repeat the steps (i) to (iii) for different K values within the plausible range and find the K that results in 
the maximum accuracy as the Best_K.  

Step 6: Integration of protocol-specific models to classify test cases/unseen cases : 

(a)For each instance of the test data, based on the type of the protocol, invoke corresponding model along 
with its Best_K to predict class label  of the test instance. 

(b)To estimate the performance of the protocol specific KNN classifier model  compare the predicted labels 
with the actual labels of the test cases and count the number of true-positives true-negatives, false positives 
and false negatives.  

(c) Estimate the accuracy and loss 
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VII. EVALUATION METHODS 
Several techniques have been developed to evaluate the model with in supervised algorithms. Based on results obtained by running 
the approach on the test data one can have some predictions about the results [11]. To determine how well the approach did, one 
need to look at the proportion of correctly predicted results on the test data. We can calculate the accuracy of the result by 
considering number of correct predictions means true positives and true negatives and then dividing that by the total number of 
predictions. For this we need to construct the confusion matrix by using cross table. Accuracy = (TP+TN) / (Total-Predictions)  Loss 
estimation can be obtained by considering cost of ignoring the intrusion, cost of miss-classification and cost of false intrusion by 
assigning proper weightage. "Cost of ignoring the intrusion" can be obtained by adding all false positives and high weightage is 
given to it as it leads to the dangerous step if the actual intrusion is ignored. Next high weightage   is given to the cost of 
misclassification which indicates false positives and false negatives. And no weightage is assigned to the cost of false intrusion 
which indicates false negatives.Results are ultimate output of the approach which decides the importance of using that particular 
approach. By applying the KNN classifier to the nsl_kdd data set we will get the validation results at different K values shown in 
fig. 6,7,8. By observing validation results for each protocol-module the best K-value for each module is decided [12]. By using this 
best K-value testing is done on the test set of NSL-KDD data which results in best accuracy. Coincidentally, here the best K-Value 
for the three protocol modules is seems to be 3 as observed from bellow graphs. By submitting this best K-value to the protocol-
specific KNN classifier, testing accuracy is as good as 96% and the loss is as low as 0.4  

.  
Fig 6: Validation results of TCP module 

 
Fig 7: Validation results of ICMP module 

 
Fig 8: Validation results of UDP module 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, authors propose a novel approach for detecting intrusions by protocol specific KNN classifier. Since most of the 
attacks are significant with respect to protocol, the focus of this approach is in considering the important categorical attribute called 
protocol. Data is partitioned according to its protocol. Separate model is built on the protocol specific data by only considering the 
predominant class labels from each partition and by ignoring the null informative features. The testing data can be supplied to this 
intrusion detection system which invokes the corresponding models to generate class labels of instances. Results show that our 
approach is good at detecting existence of the attacks and is feasible in improving the performance of attack detection process. The 
accuracy is as good as 96%. In this way, the proposed “Protocol-specific intrusion detection system using KNN classifier” gives 
best results for detection of intrusions. 
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